2022 CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL PREVIEW
A comprehensive preview with expert contributions from:
• Steve Lewis Hamilton - Professional backer
• Donn McClean - Racing writer and presenter
Steve (SLH) assesses the home challenge whilst Donn (DMC) analyses the Irish contingent.
Prices shown correct at the time of writing.
• Mike Cattermole
• John Hunt
Top racing commentators provide their on-course insight.
• Ten year trends
The telling stats from Paul O’Hara
• Exclusive horses to follow
Direct from a variety of Lambourn trainers

Current going report is Good to Soft which the course management team will try and maintain
throughout the four days. As the weather forecast is for dry days and temperatures up to 15c,
some watering is likely.

Tuesday 15th
1.30 Supreme Novices' Hurdle (Grade 1) 4yo+ 2m½f
SLH: I Like to Move It improved with a close second in the Betfair Hurdle on his handicap debut at
Newbury.
That performance puts him in with a shout at big odds.
However, that race was his principal target and it's difficult to see how he can turn earlier Ascot
form around with Jonbon. Subsequently Jonbon went on to win the Grade 2 at Haydock, and from
a form perspective both the Ascot and Haydock wins put him at the top of our challengers.
Like Jonbon, the favourite for this race Constitution Hill, is trained by Nicky Henderson.

The manner of Constitution Hill's two Sandown successes has been extremely impressive,
particularly so his win in the Tolworth, when stretching away from his rivals on very testing
ground. That performance indicates he could be of the highest quality.
Although the Irish will take a deal of stopping, Constitution Hill is the one they will have to beat and
he deserves to head the market.
The critical question is whether his current price of 9/4 represents betting value?
With Jonbon a very live danger alongside a strong Irish challenge, I think it's difficult to argue a
case that it does.
DMC: It is now looking likely that Willie Mullins will run Dysart Dynamo in the Supreme Novices’
Hurdle, and allow Sir Gerhard step up in trip for the Ballymore Hurdle. Dysart Dynamo is
unbeaten in four runs, he showed lots of pace in winning the Grade 2 Moscow Flyer Hurdle at
Punchestown last time, and he will be a big player in the Supreme.
It has taken Kilcruit a little while to find his metier over hurdles, but he looked good in winning at
Punchestown last time and, last year’s Champion Bumper runner-up, he could step forward again
from that. And don’t forget Mighty Potter. Gordon Elliott’s horse was unlucky in the Royal Bond
Hurdle at Fairyhouse in November, and he kept on strongly to win the Grade 1 Future Champions
Hurdle at Leopardstown last time. He could be staying on best of all late on.

2.10 Arkle Challenge Trophy Novices' Chase (Grade 1) 5yo+ 2m
SLH: The Kingmaker Chase at Warwick looks the key form race, and however you look at it
Edwardstone clearly holds the rest of the British challenge.
Granted a decent round of jumping, I can't see any of the other home trained runners beating him.
However, we do have a very similar situation to the first race-that is whether we should be looking
to bet Edwardstone at 9/4 with very strong Irish opposition.
My answer is that I would again struggle to argue a case that 9/4 represents a value price.
DMC: You can understand why Edwardstone is favourite for the Arkle, but the Irish challenge
against him is strong, even in the absence of Ferny Hollow and Appreciate It. There shouldn’t be
much between Blue Lord and Riviere D’Etel again. Blue Lord came out on top when these two
met in the Irish Arkle last time, by a long-looking half-length, and he will be 2lb better off with her at
Cheltenham. But Gordon Elliott’s mare was unlucky not to win that day, she made a bad mistake
at the final fence, and the stewards deliberated for a while before deciding that Blue Lord should
keep the race. She could reverse placings at Cheltenham.
That said, the value of the race could be Magic Daze. Henry de
Bromhead’s mare is a bit of a forgotten horse, because she hasn’t run
since beaten by Concertista and Jeremys Flame at Cork in
December. But she made a mistake at the third fence that day and never
really got into a good racing rhythm, even at that, she was beaten less
than two lengths by the winner in a race from which the runner-up has
since emerged to enhance the form.
Magic Daze is better judged on the performance that she put up in
winning her beginners’ chase at Cork in November, when she jumped
superbly and kept on strongly to win by 25 lengths.

Magic Daze

As importantly, she did remarkably well to keep on as well as she did to
finish second in the Mares’ Novices’ Hurdle at Cheltenham last year,
given how keen she was through the early stages of the race. She
obviously goes well at Cheltenham, she jumps fences well, and her
forward-going style of racing is well suited to the Arkle.

3.30 Champion Hurdle Challenge Trophy (Grade 1) 4yo+ 2m½f
SLH: It's difficult to make a strong case for any of the home trained runners.
Although Epatante has won both the Fighting Fifth and Christmas hurdles this season, the level of
her performances in both has, to my way of looking at it, been a fair way behind the level she
displayed when winning this race in 2020.
A return to her very best puts her in with a big chance. Her form since that Champion Hurdle win
puts her in with a place chance at best.
I must just add that one of the horses I am most looking forward to seeing during the week is the
Willie Mullins trained Appreciate It.
His last run was when bolting up in last season’s Supreme. That form gives him every chance and
if he has improved, he will be of great interest.
DMC: The Champion Hurdle is all about Honeysuckle, her bid to win back-to-back Champion
Hurdles, to notch her 15th win out of 15, to retain her unbeaten record. She is a superstar and we
still don’t know how good she truly is. You can cheer her home though without the need for a
financial involvement.
The addition of Appreciate It adds depth; last year’s Supreme Novices’ Hurdle winner who hasn’t
run since, a chasing career put on ice for now because a setback delayed his return to the
racecourse this season. He is exciting, but it would be some performance by the horse if he were
to beat Honeysuckle, and it would be some training performance by Willie Mullins, to get him back
to win a Champion Hurdle on his first run in 364 days.

4.10 Mares' Hurdle (Grade 1) 4yo+ 2m4f
SLH: We have the usual suspects of Molly Ollys Wishes, Indifatigable and Martello Sky heading
the British challenge.
Although below form on her latest start at Warwick, Indifatigable would be my preference.
She boasts a great record at the festival, including when winning the Martin Pipe in 2020.
A reproduction of her fourth in last season's edition of this race would give her a shout.
She is however thoroughly exposed and I expect a few (probably Irish) will finish in front of her.

5.30 National Hunt Challenge Cup Novices' Chase (Grade 2) 5yo+ 3m 6f
SLH: I expect this stiff test of stamina to suit Pats Fancy, who along with Threeunderthrufive head
the British challenge.
Despite being no match for Bravemansgame at Newbury, Pats Fancy stayed on well at the finish,
suggesting this test will suit.
Pats Fancy has achieved his form in handicaps, whereas Threeunderthrufive has run in five
Novice Chases, the last two of them at Grade 2 level.
Both are strong stayers and on form achieved I can't split them.
This is reflected in the market, with both at a similar price.
DMC: Run Wild Fred has the experience and the rating, 158, and he is a big player in the National
Hunt Chase, and Stattler stayed on well last time to win a Grade 3 race at Naas, but, at a bigger
price, Vanillier could be the value against them.
Gavin Cromwell’s horse put up the best performance of his life in winning the Albert Bartlett Hurdle
at last year’s Festival. He shaped encouragingly on his first run over fences at Down Royal in
October, and he stepped forward from that next time in winning the Grade 2 Florida Pearl Chase
at Punchestown. His jumping lacked fluency when he could finish only third in the Grade 1 Neville
Hotels Chase at Leopardstown at Christmas, but it was much better last time when he finished
third again behind Stattler in that Grade 3 race at Naas.
He has 18 lengths to make up on Stattler on that run, but he had Willie Mullins’ horse over 15

lengths behind him when he won the Albert Bartlett Hurdle at last year’s Festival. He should be
happier back at Cheltenham, and you know that Gavin Cromwell will have him primed.
HORSES OF MOST INTEREST – Day 1
SLH: Constitution Hill 9/4
DMC: Magic Daze 12/1

Wednesday 16th March
1.30 Ballymore Novices' Hurdle (Grade 1) (4yo+) 2m5f
SLH: Unless Nicky Henderson re-routes either Constitution Hill or Jonbon from the Supreme,
which is unlikely, the British trainers don't have much to take on the Irish challenge with.
There is very little to choose between our major contenders.
The Henderson representative looks likely to be I Am Maximus, who finished second to Hillcrest at
this track at the New Year meeting. A return match may not be forthcoming with Hillcrest also
holding an entry in Friday’s Albert Bartlett.
Paul Nicholls Stage Star stayed on well to take the Grade 1 Challow at Newbury.
Connections will be hoping he can take a further step forward, as the level of that performance
falls a bit behind the standard required to win here.
At much bigger prices, Good Risk At All and Unexpected Party have come here via the handicap
route. Both are progressive and are worth noting for the future, but I doubt that either are good
enough to win here.
DMC: Sir Gerhard will set a high standard if he takes his chance in the Ballymore. Last year’s
Champion Bumper winner, he has looked good in his two wins over hurdles this season so far. He
is proven over two miles, the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle is probably the ideal race for him but, with
Dysart Dynamo probably going for the curtain-raiser, he is a worthy favourite for the Ballymore.
Journey With Me is a big player. Winner of the Gowran bumper last March that his stable
companion Bob Olinger won the previous year, Henry de Bromhead’s horse is two for two now
over hurdles. The maiden hurdle that he won at Leopardstown at Christmas is working out really
well through the second and third Minella Crooner and Kilcruit. He wasn’t overly impressive in
winning at Naas last time, but they went no gallop through the early stages of that race, he had to
make his own running for a circuit and, in the circumstances, he did well to win as well as he did.
Whatdeawant is a bit of a forgotten horse in this race. Owned by the race’s sponsors Sean and
Bernardine Mulryan. Willie Mullins’ horse was well beaten by Ginto last time in a Grade 1 race at
Naas, but not much went right for him that day and, if he can build on the performance that he put
up in winning his maiden at Navan in December, that could bring him into it.

2.10 Novices' Chase (Grade 1) (5yo+) 3m½f
SLH: Bravemansgame carries the home trained hopes, and he has a solid chance.
His defeat of Ahoy Senor at Kempton at Christmas was impressive, as was his subsequent
success at Newbury, where he gave weight and a decisive beating to two good horses.
He travels during a race and his jumping has been excellent.
There is nothing not to like about him.
But everyone knows that, and he is a 2/1 shot taking on a very strong Irish challenge.
Ask yourself whether you think that represents a bet?
I will be surprised if he doesn't run a very big race but at 2/1 I would rather watch than bet.

DMC: Beacon Edge could out-run decent odds in the Brown Advisory Chase. Noel Meade’s horse
ran a big race to finish fourth in the Stayers’ Hurdle last year, just tiring a little on the run-in after
chasing Flooring Porter to the top of the home straight.
He shaped encouragingly on his chasing bow at Down Royal in October, and he stepped forward
from that next time, when he stayed on well to win the Grade 1 Drinmore Chase at Fairyhouse
over two and a half miles.
He missed out on Christmas with a slight setback, and he got no further than the sixth fence in the
Grade 1 Ladbrokes Novice Chase at the Dublin Racing Festival, but he ran a big race last time in
the Grade 2 Ten Up Chase, to go down by just three parts of a length to Farouk D’Alene, giving
him 7lb. He should come on again for that run. He could go close.

3.30 Queen Mother Champion Chase (Grade
1) (5yo+) 2m

Nube Negra

SLH: Shishkin attempts the Arkle-Champion Chase
double and is 4/6 to succeed.
Unbeaten when completing (fell on hurdles debut) he
always appears to finish his races strongly despite not
always looking to be travelling well.
His latest beating of Energumine at Ascot displayed that
view when going second best to the home straight
before staying on strongly. The Cheltenham course suits
him ideally.
The horse that appeals at a bigger price is Nube Negra,
the quicker the ground the better his chance.
A repeat of last year's second in this race would give
him a better chance than the odds suggest.
Obviously, The Mullins pair Chacun Poir Soi and
Energumine are very big dangers.
This race promises to be one of the week’s highlights.

DMC: The re-match between Shishkin and Energumene is on. It’s difficult to see how
Energumene can beat Shishkin at Cheltenham, given that he didn’t beat him at Ascot, going righthanded and on soft ground when he did everything right. You know that Willie Mullins and his
team will have thought about it deeply, and you know that they will have a plan to try to turn
around the one-length defeat, but it is a big ask.
Chacun Pour Soi obviously comes into it too, and it was interesting to listen to Willie Mullins after
the Policy Maker gelding had won the Dublin Chase at Leopardstown last month, about how they
might train him a little differently this year for the Champion Chase, in which he finished only third
last year after travelling like a likely winner. He is a top-class two-mile chaser and, if he could reproduce his Leopardstown run, or his Punchestown run from last April, he would have a big
chance.
Put The Kettle On is the reigning Champion Chaser, and Henry de Bromhead reports her in top
form, while it looks like her stable companion Envoi Allen is on track for the Champion Chase
too. It should be a cracking renewal.

4.10 Glenfarclas Chase (Class 2) (5yo+) 3m6f

DMC: It’s all about Tiger Roll. The 12-year-old Tiger Roll, dual Grand National winner, household
name, bidding for a fourth Cross-Country Chase, a sixth Cheltenham Festival win. He’s favourite
to do it too. He could bring the house down.
HORSES OF MOST INTEREST – Day 2
SLH: Nube Negra 10/1
DMC: Beacon Edge 20/1

Thursday 17th March
1.30 Novices' Chase (Grade 1) (5yo+) 2m4f
.
SLH: Home trained contenders are thin on the ground, with the Venetia Williams trained L'Homme
Presse being the clear stand out performer.
His form has progressed from race to race, culminating in a scintillating performance when
winning the Grade 1 Scilly Isles at Sandown.
He jumps well, though slightly to his left - which isn't an issue at Cheltenham.
He is ridden prominently, which isn't a disadvantage.
Ground conditions are not an issue, as he has proved effective on good and soft.
Also, with just the four chase starts the limit of his progress is unknown.
This race has been the target and it's difficult to see him not playing a very prominent part at the
finish.
The downside to his chance is that he faces an extremely strong Irish challenge. Nonetheless,
odds of around 9/2 make some appeal.
DMC: This is set to be one of the clashes of the week, one of the clashes of the season, if both
Galopin Des Champs and Bob Olinger line up, as looks likely now.
Galopin Des Champs was an impressive winner of the Martin Pipe Hurdle at last year’s Festival,
and he has impressed with his jumping in his two chases to date this term. Thought more of as a
Brown Advisory Chase horse at the start of the season, Willie Mullins surprised a few people when
he said that the Turners could be his Cheltenham Festival target. Either way, he is a hugely
exciting talent who stays and jumps and who has pace and class.
But in Bob Olinger, he will meet a similarly talented opponent here. Henry de Bromhead’s horse
ran out a really impressive winner of the Ballymore Novices’ Hurdle at last year’s Festival, and he
too is two for two over fences this season. Last time at Punchestown, his jumping was good and
he pulled nicely clear of a talented rival in Capodanno, who finished miles clear of his other
rivals. This race has been his target for a long while, and he is the one they all have to beat.

2.10 Pertemps Network Final Handicap Hurdle (Grade 3) (Class 1) (5yo+) 3m
DMC: Winner of his maiden hurdle at Limerick in April last year for Donie Murphy, Winter Fog ran
a big race on his first run for Emmet Mullins to finish second in the Pertemps qualifier at
Leopardstown over Christmas. He travelled well in mid-division that day, and he made good
ground across the top of the track to join the leaders at the second last flight.
Wider than ideal around the home turn, he was passed by Panda Boy on the run-in after hitting the
front on the run to the final flight, but he did well to keep on as well as he did to retain second
place.
The Irish handicapper raised him by 10lb for that run to a mark of 138, the British handicapper has
given him the same mark, and that is a mark that is more than workable. He should progress for

his Leopardstown run, just his fifth run over hurdles and his first for Emmet Mullins, and he could
run a big race for the connections that produced The Shunter to win the Plate last year, sent off as
9/4 favourite.

2.50 Ryanair Chase (Grade 1) (5yo+) 2m4½f
SLH: Our hopes here lie with Shan Blue and Eldorado Allen.
The last time we saw Shan Blue was at Wetherby last October, when he was in the process of
putting up a career best performance until falling three fences from home.
I estimated him being a 25l winner of that race, form that puts him in with a chance here.
Ground conditions are not an issue.
I don't see that dropping to this distance as a problem either, and I would be similarly confident of
a big run from this horse as I am with L'Homme Presse in the first race of the day.
Unfortunately, mirroring the chance of L'Homme Presse, Shan Blue will also be taking on high
class Irish opposition.
Eldorado Allen improved for the step up in trip when winning the Denman Chase at Newbury.
Dropping back to two and a half miles here isn't to his advantage.
DMC: It is difficult to pick holes in Allaho. He is top class and rock solid. Willie Mullins’ horse put
up one of the most impressive performances of the season last year in winning the Ryanair
Chase, and he is two for two this season. He looked as good as ever in winning the Kinloch Brae
Chase at Thurles last time.
This intermediate trip is his ideal. Form figures of: 242 over distances from two miles to two and a
quarter miles, and 42313 over three miles or more, he is 1111621 over distances from two miles
and four furlongs to two miles and five and a half. He has that blend of pace and stamina that you
need to be top class at the intermediate distance, and he sets a sky-high standard that his rivals
have to reach.

3.30 Stayers' Hurdle (Grade 1) (4yo+) 3m
SLH: In theory, Paisley Park returned to his recent best when winning the Cleeve Hurdle here on
Trials day. But it really is difficult to know what to make of that performance.
He was reluctant at the start, looked beaten coming down the hill, but then stayed on strongly to
beat Champ, who he had finished behind at Ascot.
He's profile suggests he is not a horse to be trusted and I find it difficult to put a price on his
chance.
Champ disappointed me in that race. I was quite taken with his performance at Ascot and thought
this race was a realistic target. That latest run suggests not.
At their best there's nothing to choose between Paisley Park, Champ and also a peak form Thyme
Hill.
At present it's a race that makes limited appeal
from a betting perspective.
DMC: Klassical Dream came out on top when he
and Flooring Porter met in the Christmas Hurdle at
Leopardstown, and the re-match between them in
the Stayers’ Hurdle will be fascinating.

Flooring Porter

Klassical Dream got a flyer from the start at
Leopardstown, and Flooring Porter just could never
bridge the gap, but there is a chance that Flooring
Porter will be able to exact his revenge at
Cheltenham.

Both have Cheltenham Festival winning form: Klassical Dream won the Supreme Novices’ Hurdle
in 2019, but Flooring Porter was impressive in winning the Stayers’ Hurdle last year. He left the
impression that he had a fair bit more in hand than the bare winning margin. He is quirky but, if he
can get into a racing rhythm in front from early, they may not catch him. He should appreciate a
return to Cheltenham, and it looks like Gavin Cromwell has been training him all season towards
the Stayers’ Hurdle again.

4.50 Mares' Novices' Hurdle (Grade 2) (4yo+) 2m1f
SLH: The British horses really are up against it here.
Love Envoi would be my preference but she would need the ground to be very testing to be
effective dropping back to two miles here.
Her performance when winning the Grade 2 over two and a half miles at Sandown was that of a
strong stayer.
Our other challengers would need to show remarkable improvement to have a shout against a
number of Irish horses.
HORSES OF MOST INTEREST – Day 3
SLH: Shan Blue 8/1
DMC: Flooring Porter 3/1

Friday 18th March
1.30 Triumph Hurdle (Grade 1) (4yo) 2m1f
SLH: Ex French trained Petit Tonnerre has had an unusual prep for this race, having won a
handicap at Market Rasen on his debut for his current stable. That was a three runner affair in
which he gave a chunk of weight and a beating to an in-form horse. Soft ground suits him well and
given suitable conditions I would expect him to go well at big odds.
Knight Salute has won all 5 of his hurdles starts, putting up his best performance at Kempton last
month. He would be suited by dryer ground. There's no reason why he shouldn't go well-I just
don't think he's good enough to win.
I think Porticello's chance very much depends on ground conditions. He has been impressive on
testing ground at Chepstow and Haydock. Given soft/heavy ground he would be my preference.
DMC: The Irish dominate the market for the Triumph Hurdle and, Vauban, Pied Piper and Fil Dor
are three highly talented juvenile hurdlers. However, the value of the race may lie with Il Etait
Temps.
Willie Mullins’ horse did well to finish third in the Spring Juvenile Hurdle last time. He was keen
through the early stages of the race, and his jumping was novicey, but he warmed up as the race
developed, staying on well from the final flight to take third place behind Vauban and Fil Dor.
He has almost six lengths to find with Vauban and almost three to find with Fil Dor from that race,
but there are reasons to think that he can get closer. That was his first run in Ireland, his first run
for Willie Mullins, his first run over hurdles, his first run since last May, and his first run over two
miles. His two bumper runs in France were over a mile and a half. There is every chance that he
could improve sufficiently to get much closer to his stable companion Vauban than he did at
Leopardstown.

2.50 Albert Bartlett Novices' Hurdle (Grade 1) (4yo+) 3m
SLH: Henry Daly's Hillcrest continues to improve and
impress. He is a strong stayer who is built to jump
fences, and wherever he finishes here he is a horse to
follow. He was a short priced favourite when hampered
and unseated his rider early on at this track earlier this
year. He was turned out three weeks later, making
amends when impressing on heavy ground, winning a
Grade 2 at Haydock. He races prominently and
everything is in place for big run.
He is the clear pick of the British trained horses.
The big question is whether he is good enough to beat
the Irish-he is currently 3/1 to find out.

3.30 Cheltenham Gold Cup Chase (Grade 1)
(5yo+) 3m2½f
Hilcrest

SLH: Protektorat and Royal Pagaille look the only two of
the home contenders that look remotely good enough to
take on the Irish with.
Royal Pagaille will need the the ground to be very soft or heavy and Protektorat will need to
improve around a stone. It's highly unlikely looking at the forecast, that the former will get his
conditions.
So we are left with Protektorat, who has had this race as his target since winning unchallenged at
Aintree at the beginning of December. The form of that Aintree win can certainly be questioned
with the horse he beat, Native River subsequently being retired.
However, there is no doubt that the manner of that performance was impressive.
It was Protektorat's first try at three miles and he was strong at the finish, suggesting that it's not
out of the question that he may stay the extra quarter of a mile here.
There is every possibility that Protektorat will travel strongly through the race-trading shorter than
his present odds of 8/1.
Whether he will get up that punishing finishing hill I'm not too sure.
DMC: Last year’s National Hunt Chase winner Galvin put himself into the Gold Cup picture when
he won the Savills Chase at Leopardstown at Christmas, beating last year’s Gold Cup runner-up A
Plus Tard. But A Plus Tard went down by just a short head, having made his ground through the
hottest part of the race, and there is every chance that he can turn that form around with Galvin.
Al Boum Photo is back for more, the 2019 and 2020 winner, who warmed up for the Gold Cup
again with a fairly bloodless victory in the Savills Chase at Tramore on New Year’s Day.
That said, last year’s winner Minella Indo could be the value of the race. Henry de Bromhead’s
horse was well beaten in the King George in December, but that wasn’t his race, it wasn’t his
track, he was ridden forward in his first-time cheek-pieces up with a fast pace on a flat track. He
was beaten with a circuit to run. It wasn’t his true running.
He was much better last time in the Irish Gold Cup, when he kept on to finish second behind
Conflated.
It is not easy to win back-to-back Gold Cups, but it is possible, as Al Boum Photo proved in 2019
and 2020. Minella Indo is a spring horse, a Cheltenham horse. In three runs there, he has won
an Albert Bartlett Hurdle and a Gold Cup, and finished an unlucky second in an RSA Chase. You
know that Henry de Bromhead has been plotting his route back to the Gold Cup for about twelve
months now, he won the race with plenty in hand last year, and he could run a big race again this
year.

4.50 Mares' Chase (Grade 2) (5yo+) 2m4½f
SLH: At their best there is little to choose between Zambella, The Glancing Queen, Vienne Court
and Pink Legend.
Pink Legend is the first to discount, putting in a mulish display behind Zambella last time out at
Uttoxeter. She never travelled before falling three fences from home when well beaten.
The Glancing Queen's second here on new year’s day is a strong piece of form, and she may still
not have reached her peak.
Vienna Court's jumping is not always fluent-she tends to go right at her fences. Her progress looks
to have levelled off.
Zambella is a thoroughly genuine and consistent mare, winning as she pleased on her latest start.
She was still in with a chance when falling three fences out in this race last year and I expect her
to put up another good show here.
Both The Glancing Queen and Zambella are around the 10/1 mark-I slightly prefer Zambella.
HORSES OF MOST INTEREST – Day 4
SLH: Hillcrest 3/1
DMC: Minella Indo 5/1

Jockey Jack Kennedy celebrates winning the 2021 Cheltenham Gold Cup on Minella Indo.

Mike Cattermole
Perhaps I am getting old – no, I am getting old – but I
have to admit that these days I find the build-up to the
Cheltenham Festival so tedious and over-the-top.
Sorry about that.
But, with the horrific events in Ukraine taking over our
world in the past few weeks, on the back of the global
pandemic, this year’s celebration of all that is best
about jump racing comes at a very good time indeed.
Mike Cattermole: Racecourse commentator and
Especially as we will have crowds back! After last
Sky Sports Racing presenter. Chairman: Bob
year’s one-sided affair in front of empty and silent
Champion Cancer Trust.
stands, I have a feeling that the voices roaring this
week will be as loud as they have ever been, but
perhaps with a more even split than most are expecting. Sure, the Irish dominate the entries and
look decidedly scary but the British team contains plenty of quality, if not quantity.

I am not confident but am hoping that Constitution Hill can get things off to the best possible start
for the home team in the SkyBet Supreme Novices’ Hurdle, which could be the race of the week.
Although Nicky Henderson is also considering Jonbon for this, I tend to agree with Nico De
Boinville and believe that Constitution Hill has the bigger engine. Am I afraid of the Mullins duo of
Sir Gerhard and, especially, Dysart Dynamo? You bet! It should be some race if they all show up
but I doubt they will, with one or two heading off to the Ballymore.
I loved the way that Edwardstone prepped for the Arkle at Warwick – always a good test for a
young jumper. He has raised his game from an already smart level as a hurdler to look an even
better chaser, because he has learned to settle, and his jumping is very sound. Alan King of
course, won this two years running in the “noughties”.
Can Honeysuckle maintain her unbeaten record in the Champion Hurdle? Maybe, although I was
underwhelmed by her performance at Leopardstown. She looked as though she was going to win
easily turning in but she didn’t pull away as I expected her to.
Much has been made of the form of the Henry de Bromhead team but the County Waterford
genius looks certain to notch the first century of his career back home, so things can’t be that bad!
If she is vulnerable, Appreciate It could be the one to take advantage. There are some big noises
coming out of Closutton about last year’s Supreme winner who has not been seen since. For
those clock watchers, his win in the Supreme last year was 1.69 seconds slower than the
Champion. Along with many, I can’t wait to see this monster again.
I love the Ultima Handicap Chase and thought I was being clever in zooming in on Death Duty
who roared back to form at Punchestown last time.
This is a horse who has had a multitude of issues over the years but he remains very reasonably
treated. However, his price has collapsed since Gordon Elliott’s trumpeting of his chances at the
revealing of the Festival weights. At least I have a little bit of 16s but the Irish have not won this
since 2006. High time for another then, perhaps?
(I wish Rebecca Curtis had aimed Pat’s Fancy at that but I believe he is heading for the NH Chase
at the end of the day instead. I think he will find that too hot but he remains one to follow.)

The Boodles Juvenile Handicap Hurdle (how dare Cheltenham drop Fred Winter’s name from this)
is all about Gaelic Warrior. If he has as much in hand as Willie Mullins believes he has off a mark
of 129, he won’t come off the bridle. Would you take the 5-2? Maybe we should!
I was blessed to be in the commentary box for Shishkin/Energumene at Ascot and the rematch is
set for Wednesday’s highlight, the Queen Mother Champion Chase. I think Shishkin will come out
on top again as he still managed to win the Clarence House without showing his usual sparkle in
the jumping department.
Shishkin was brilliant in last year’s Arkle but Energumene races here for the first time.
It’s fascinating that Willie Mullins has always insisted that Chacun Pour Soi is a better horse than
Energumene but something apparently goes missing when he crosses the Irish Sea. In last year’s
race, he simply didn’t get up the hill. I am sure that wasn’t him but any value there has long gone
and this is one to watch and savour.

Bravemansgame

The Irish have won seven of the past eight
Ballymore Hurdles and will probably collect
here again with Sir Gerhard (if he goes
here), but Bravemansgame is eagerly
awaited in the Brown Advisory Novices’
Chase. Rarely have I seen such a natural
jumper of fences and his warm-up at
Newbury was outstanding as that was no
penalty kick off a mark of 159.
I saw him at Ditcheat recently and he is so
light on his feet for a big horse. He looks to
have improved and Paul Nicholls, fielding a
surprisingly small team, will be gutted if he
gets turned over.

I enjoy the challenge of the Coral Cup and thought we saw a potential winner in Sam Thomas’s
Good Risk At All at Ascot last month. His rise to 137 (up 10lb) could have been worse.
Make a note though that this is a race that Nicky Henderson has won three times in the past eight
years and the shortest price of his possibles is I am Maximus who is also the most interesting.
Nicky saddled the second, fifth and sixth last year, too. However, there is huge depth in this one
and many of them are trained in Ireland.
Meanwhile, the Seven Barrows legend has only one entry in the Johnny Henderson Grand Annual
(Pistol Whipped), the race that remembers his father, but I have a strong fancy for Sky Pirate to
win this for the second year running and become only the third to do so in its long history.
Sky Pirate is only 4lb higher than a year ago. He has shown that he is at least as good as ever this
season when I believe Jonjo O’Neill would have had this one proper target in mind from a while
back. Make no mistake, Jonjo is a master at getting them to peak on the big day.
The bigger the field, the more likely there is to be a strong gallop which brings out the best in Sky
Pirate and he will be delivered as late as possible on a course he performs well at. Earlier in the
season, he had an impossible task here in October when trying to concede 23lb to Before
Midnight, who is also likely to show up here. Sky Pirate will be 15lb better now for six lengths.
Thursday could start off with another candidate for the race of the week in the Turner Novices’
Chase. Bob Olinger v Galopin Des Champs v L’Homme Presse, who could turn out to be the best
horse that Venetia Williams has ever trained.
I have a feeling that dropping Remastered back to the smaller obstacles in the Pertemps Final
could be a genius move by David Pipe and I will have a small interest in a race that will contain
more plots than Agatha Christie’s bibliography. He is 10lb lower than he is over fences.

Allaho is a banker in the Ryanair, surely, and as for the Paddy Power Stayers’ Hurdle, that’s as
open a renewal as there has ever been. However, I won’t be able to resist a small nibble at 50-1
on Indefatigable. Sure, she is not the most consistent but she reserves her best for Cheltenham
and needs a trip these days. She could pass a few on the hill and get some prize money.
The big Pied Piper/Vauban rematch is on in the JCB Triumph, which opens Gold Cup day. If
Vauban had jumped the last at Fairyhouse, it would have been very close but Pied Piper moved
up a few gears when winning here on the snaff next time and I would give him the benefit of the
doubt.
And so to the Gold Cup. Sure, I respect
Minella Indo, the defending champion
who has an outstanding Festival record
(121) but and am starting to believe that
stablemate A Plus Tard might be the
Wayward Lad of his time. Will he quite
get home? On that score, there are no
doubts about Galvin who could still be
improving and loves the course. I think he
might be the one. The Gold Cup is often
won by the strongest stayer with a
necessary touch of class, not necessarily
the one with the most talent.
Enjoy and may all the runners and riders
return safe and sound.

SUMMARY:
Ultima Handicap Chase: Death Duty 7/1
Brown Advisory Novices’ Chase: Bravemansgame 7/4
Grand Annual: Sky Pirate 14/1
Pertemps Network Final: Remastered 20/1
Paddy Power Stayers Hurdle: Indefatigable EW 50/1
Boodles Gold Cup: Galvin 7/2

Galvin

John Hunt
So a more intense Cheltenham experience is around the
corner for many of us, especially those lucky enough to
be trackside and I can’t wait to be back in the BBC
commentary box once again with thousands of people
letting rip on the excitement side of things. It will all feel
very welcome especially compared to the last two years
of nervousness followed by silence. Whether you’re
going or watching, indeed listening from afar, I hope you
have a great time and winners flow freely.
I can’t guarantee financial success but am looking
forward to giving it a good shake and two of my main
bets fall into the 'specials' category. Not because the
theories are especially worthy but more so that they are
bets that fall within that category and they are for top
trainer at the Festival and, separate to that, top British
trainer.

John Hunt: Racecourse & BBC Racing/Sports
commentator and presenter. Racing to school
ambassador

We all know that Gordon Elliott's crass disregard for the image of the sport created a huge
negative vibe twelve months ago and because of that awful photo astride a dead horse, part of his
punishment was that horses couldn’t run in his name. I know that Elliott was rightly vilified for what
he did but, punishment served, he remains one of the most talented trainers of the modern age
and I believe that, scarred by the reaction to last spring, he will want to prove the point and I'd be
staggered if he does not have a hat full of winners. The bet only pays out though if he has more
winners than Willie Mullins of course and whilst I believe he is rightly the second favourite to
collect the prize, I really don’t feel there is a massive difference between the two trainers in terms
of quality on the track or likely number of runners. In a nutshell, I have Mullins as marginal
favourite. But the gap between the pair in terms of pricing, 4/11 and 7/2 is out of kilter and I have
got to have an interest at those odds.
I am perfectly aware that pound for pound
Mullins has the best team in theory but
Elliott's is fantastic too and I just feel it will
be a good deal closer than the odds
suggest. Pied Piper, Teahupoo, Britzka ,
Frontal Assault, Ginto, Run Wild Fred,
The Bosses Oscar, Chemical Energy,
Tiger Roll, American Mike, Conflated, Fil
D'Or, Galvin and especially Minella
Crooner all look potential winners and it
may need just five to win the prize this
year. I think a 7/2 ticket on Friday
morning will look and feel very good
Teahupoo

heading into Gold Cup day.

More on a couple of Elliott's horses in a moment but on the subject of 'specials' I do also want to
play Dan Skelton to be top British trainer at the meeting with Nicky Henderson a red hot favourite
in that market. Again the same theory applies, I feel the gap between the two fine trainers is too
big and Henderson’s price assumes Shishkin will win the Champion Chase (not a certainty with
me). Paul Nicholls is the other main player in this market although I feel one winner is the best he
can hope for in Bravemansgame...again no certainty for me.

In contrast to Henderson and Nicholls, Skelton is approaching the Festival with his horses in great
form and whilst Nube Negra, Protekterat and Shan Blue all hold chances in feature races, it is his
handicappers who always warrant respect and this year is no different. Obviously Langer Dan is
being talked of as the best handicapped British hurdler at the meeting after his fine second last
year. He's a big player this year, so too Unexpected Party and Stepney Causeway whichever entry
they eventually take up. I certainly wouldn’t discount major shows from mares Molly Ollys Wishes
and Elle Est Belle either so there is more than enough to make him competitive. Greatwood
Hurdle winner West Cork is much admired too. He may well need a winner to give himself a
fighting chance but nailing two could easily see him land the prize. I think it is a decent bet.
Back to Elliott and two of his that I will be backing. Firstly Teahupoo in the ‘with and without’
Honeysuckle market for the Champion Hurdle. If it comes up really soft I'd really fancy the upset
as he has looked great all year but even on a likely good to soft he should be good enough to
finish second best. He is a real contender.
I am also a massive fan of Minella Crooner
(not to be mistaken for Minella Cocooner)
who looks a perfect type for the 3 mile
novices hurdle on the final day, the Albert
Bartlett.
Minella Crooner first caught my eye over
Christmas in what could easily turn out to
be one of the hottest maiden hurdles of
the year. It came at Leopardtown over two
and a half miles and was won by Journey
With Me (another to watch out for at
Cheltenham, hopefully in the 2 1/2 mile
Ballymore),with Kilcruit in third place.
Maybe he didn’t stay properly but the
Crooner absolutely blasted past him for a
really convincing second place. He then
had no trouble winning his novice hurdle over three miles before dropping back in trip for the
Dublin racing Festival in February chasing home Minella Cocooner (are you still following?) who
had the run of the race. So Crooner vs Cocooner the rematch is on. And over the three miles, with
that stamina sapping run to the last in mind, Minella Crooner is one of my strongest fancies of the
week.
Minella Crooner

Good luck to you all and I hope you have a wonderful experience.
SUMMARY:
Top trainer: Gordon Elliott 7/2
Top GB trainer: Dan Skelton 4/1
Albert Bartlett: Minella Crooner 4/1- Late NR due to training injury
Champion Hurdle: Teahuptoo 8/1 & w/o Honeysuckle 10/3

Cheltenham Trends 2022 from Paul O’Hara…
Another Festival is upon us, but this year we welcome back the crowds and that famous
Cheltenham roar. I’ll be returning for my 25 th Festival and I can’t wait! The race kicking of the
meeting is the Supreme and potentially the race of the meeting if they all line up! A great start to
what should be another fantastic Festival. Thrills and spills guaranteed but let’s hope all the horses
come back safely. Moving swiftly to the trends, I’ve thoroughly reviewed the previous ten years
running’s of the ‘Big Four’ races and hopefully there’s a winner or two in there.
Champion Hurdle - 10 Year Trends
10/10 - last ran between 23 and 80 days ago
10/10 - won in season
10/10 - age 5 to 9
10/10 - 2 to 4 runs that season
10/10 - had their prep run at Sandown, Kempton, Wincanton, Leopardstown, Naas or
Punchestown
9/10 - 12 runs or fewer over hurdles
9/10 - top 2 finish time out
The trends point to three horses, the last two winners in HONEYSUCKLE, EPATANTE and
TEAHUPOO.
MY SELECTION – On paper this is a high quality field with the previous two winners lining up,
along with last year’s Supreme and Triumph Hurdle winners in Appreciate It and Quilixios.
However, you cannot fail to be impressed with last year’s winner HONEYSUCKLE and the mare
just keeps going from strength to strength. Will be very hard to beat and my pick to retain her tiara.

Champion Chase - 10 Year Trends
10/10 - last ran at least 32 days ago
10/10 - SP no bigger than 11-1
10/10 - had their prep race at Cheltenham, Ascot, Kempton, Newbury or Punchestown
9/10 - ran in the same calendar year
9/10 – between 1 and 4 runs that season
Three horses fit the trends and that’s last year’s Arkle winner SHISHKIN and the Willie Mullins
pair of CHACUN POUR SOI and ENERGUMENE.
MY SELECTION – Cheltenham form always important and something Chacun Pour Soi has yet to
deliver. After the epic encounter at Ascot between Energumene and Shiskin, where Energumene
looked all over the winner but was worn down in the closing stages by the game and gallant
SHISHKIN. Cheltenham likely to suit him even better and has to be the selection to make it a third
successive win at the Festival.
Stayers’ Hurdle - 10 Year Trends
10/10 - last ran at least 46 days ago
10/10 - age 6 to 9
10/10 - finished in the top four on last completed start
10/10 - had their prep race at Cheltenham, Newbury, Naas, Leopardstown or Punchestown
9/10 - top finish of 2nd in that season (exception Penhill)
9/10 - ran in the same calendar year
Only one horse makes the cut and that’s the 2020 winner LISNAGAR OSCAR.

MY SELECTION – This looks a strong but wide open renewal with many questions still to be
answered for those heading the market. Last year’s winner Flooring Porter will be hard to peg
back if given an easy lead, although that’s unlikely with Klassical Dream in the field. A rejuvenated
Paisley Park and the previously progressive Thyme Hill may well have a say, but one bad run
doesn’t make a season and KLASSICAL DREAM, a previous winner of the Supreme and has
also beaten Flooring Porter earlier in the campaign is my tentative pick.
Gold Cup - 10 Year Trends
10/10 - last ran at least 33 days ago
10/10 - age 6 to 9
10/10 - Won Grade 1 chase
10/10 - had their prep run at Kempton, Newbury, Leopardstown, Thurles or Tramore
9/10 – won in last two completed starts
This is a pick from six race, as six horses fit the trends and they are: last year’s second A PLUS
TARD, ALLAHO (favourite for the Ryanair), CONFLATED, GALVIN, ROYAL PAGAILLE and
TORNADO FLYER.
MY SELECTION – Irish hold a very strong hand and look to have this for a fourth successive year.
Stamina guaranteed for Galvin but one nagging doubt is no horse has won the National Hunt
Chase at a previous Festival and then followed up in the Gold Cup. Royale Pagaille wants
bottomless ground and that’s unlikely. A PLUS TARD has done very little wrong in his two races
this season (trounced Royal Pagaille and narrowly beaten by Galvin) and is my choice to go one
better this year.
Finally, five horses declared in the handicaps that could go well at a price.
The Shunter
Beauport
Come On Teddy
Deploy The Getaway
Born Patriot

Lambourn Trainers Horses to Follow
A mixture of National Hunt and flat with a few comments directly from the
trainers worth noting.

Owen Burrows
Bayraq
Won at Kempton on his second start as a 2-year-old. Really liked the all-weather but I'm sure he'll
be fine on the turf as well. Wouldn't want it too soft though!
Washraa
Three runs last year and was unlucky to come up against a couple of decent sorts where she
finished second twice.
Henry Candy
By Starlight
A very tall filly who has taken time to strengthen up. Her form in good handicaps was good last
year and we hope she can progress to Listed class. She would not want the ground too firm.

Run To Freedom
Now four years old and has done well physically over the winter. He ran well in good handicaps
last year and could make enough progress to be competitive in a listed race this year. I am not
sure he would cope with soft ground.
Dominic ffrench Davis
Call My Bluff
Looks stronger again this year but won’t run unless the word soft is in the description.
JJ Stingleton
A well grown 2yo, looks a readymade winner but wouldn’t want extremes of going.

Harry Dunlop
Bingley Crocker - 2yo
Maxine - 4yo

N Henderson
Not stating the obvious ones which are well known - Shishkin, Constitution Hill etc
Cheltenham and onwards:
Dusart.
Chosen engagement to be decided. Coming into his own now, and has a lot of potential
Walk on Air
Entered for the Ballymore Novices Hurdle. He could possibly lack a bit of experience
Bumper horses to watch out for (not Cheltenham)
Bold Reach (has entries shortly)
The Carpenter
Daniel Kubler
Elterwater
Amongst the two year olds, a filly who looks a very classy individual and is physically very mature;
interesting once the seven furlong races start
Helm Rock
A sizeable gelding who looks to have strengthened from 3 to 4 and should be interesting around a
mile with some cut in the ground.
Jonathan Portman
Bear Force
2yo colt. May/June type 6/7f.
Strike
4yo 6f gelding. Most surfaces. Still a maiden but hopefully not for long.
Sweet Reward
5yo gelding. Good/good to soft. Versatile 8f-11f. Ought to win again.
Oliver Sherwood
Puffin Bay
Had a break over Winter, again needs decent ground and a break should have freshened her.
Rhebus Road
Wants decent ground and will hopefully have some fun in the Spring.
Mark Usher
Dylan Sea Song
Will be back summer jumping and is always worth following when the ground is on the quick side.
Perthshire
Can have a good year when there is some ease in the ground.

Lambourn Open Day: Nicky Henderson's yard among
those open to public
Lambourn kicks off Easter Weekend in style, on Good Friday, 15th April 2022, by opening its
doors to the public for The Peter O’Sullevan Lambourn Open Day. Having been forced to cancel in
2020 and host a virtual event in 2021, this will be the first chance for horse racing fans in three
years to go behind the scenes at some of Britain’s top racehorse training establishments where
they can meet the trainers, staff and, of course, their equine heroes.
More than 25 racing yards and horse exhibitions will open on the morning of Good Friday, 15th
April to give the public the opportunity to get first-hand experience into the running of top yards
such as: multiple Champion Trainer Nicky Henderson, Charlie Hills, Clive Cox and Grand National
winning trainer, Oliver Sherwood.
In the afternoon, the central arena opens with a full programme of equine shows and
demonstrations of country skills. There will be a Show Jumping competition with several leading
horse racing personalities; past and present National Hunt jockeys will also be schooling horses
over fences and there will also be Camel Racing in the main arena. As usual, there will be a
Parade of Equine Heroes which features Cheltenham Festival winners from years gone by as well
as Lambourn’s best flat horses from recent years.
The Lambourn Open Day also gives an opportunity to check out the brilliant facilities at both the
Lambourn Valley Equine Hospital and the Injured Jockey’s Fund rehabilitation centre, Oaksey
House. There will also be a vast array of trade stands and food stalls to add to what is a great fun
Easter day out for all the family, whilst The Outside Chance Bar will once again be in action. A
competition for the most colourfully-dressed lady will take place for the first time, with the winner
able to claim a hat from Lizzie’s Hats.
Tickets cost £15 on the day for the whole day, £10 for afternoon entertainment only. Children
under 12 can enter for free. Car Parks are free and open at 7.30 a.m. Yards will open from 8.30am
until 1 p.m. All money raised goes to Lambourn’s registered charity, The Lambourn Valley Housing
Trust, which works tirelessly for the welfare of its stable staff, The Air Ambulance and worthy local
organisations.
Full coloured programmes, featuring all information on the day including a map, information on all
trainers and timings of events will be available in all car parks and yards.
Visit www.LambournOpenDay.com to buy tickets and for more information.
A quick word on betting value. For me it is the key element in all betting decisions. I would strongly
recommend that you have a variety of betting options, including the exchanges. Getting paid out a
bit extra because you looked for value makes a big difference in the long run. Also if you can get
that added value and are really torn between two selections, use that value to strategically back
both.
Finally, my thanks to all the contributors to this preview and to you for supporting the stable staff
through your donation to the Lambourn Valley Housing Trust.
For more information about Donn’s work, go to: www.donnmcclean.com.
Best of luck for the days ahead.

